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ABSTRACT
This is a summary of work done on NASA (Marshall Space Flight Center)
purchase order H-92167A concerning Carbon Thin Film Thermometry. Opti-
mum film deposition parameters were sought on an empirical basis for maxi-
mum stability of the films. One hundred films were fabricated for use at the
Marshall Space Flight Center; 10 of these films were given a precise quasi-
continuous calibration of temperature vs. resistance with 22 intervals between
5 and 80 K using primary platinum and germanium thermometers. Sensitivity
curves were established and the remaining 90 films were given a three point
calibration and fitted to the established sensitivity curves. Hydrogen gas-liquid
discrimination set points are given for each film.




Thin film thermometry has attracted attention'for a number of years,
primarily from the desire to know true surface temperatures under transient
conditions. Also, thin film sensors have the advantage that they can be fabri-
cated quickly in large quantities. Previous work [1 2] has shown that carbon
films can be used to give a high level signal in gas-liquid discrimination at
cryogenic temperatures; also, the resistance calibrations at the boiling points
of helium, hydrogen, and nitrogen and at room temperature suggest that the
resistance vs. temperature characteristic is nearly linear on a log-log scale.
This suggests that the carbon films could have useful thermometer properties
for the entire cryogenic range.
The purpose of the present work is to investigate and develop the
thermometry properties of carbon films particularly in the difficult range
from 14 to 20 kelvins and to provide MSFC with approximately 100 useful
sensors for further use and evaluation. The areas of effort include the optimi-
zation and refinement of the thin film deposition process, precision calibration
of ten of the carbon film sensors and three point calibration of the other 90
films.
THIN FILM FABRICATION
The carbon films are fabricated in a vacuum system with pressures
between 10 and 10 - 8 torr. The carbon is vaporized by a high intensity
electron beam and the carbon vapor is condensed on an insulating substrate;
most commonly, this substrate may be quartz or pyrex glass.
The physical and electrical properties of the film are highly dependent
on the deposition parameters; namely, deposition rate, substrate temperature,
film thickness, background pressure, and the nature and cleanliness of the
substrate. The optical appearance of the films may range from a dull opaque
black to a shiny translucent blue. The surface adhesion of the films also vary;
some films may rub off easily and others are difficult to scratch with a steel
point. The electrical properties, resistance vs temperature, also vary; some
films are more sensitive to temperature than others. For some films, the
resistance is stable on thermal cycling to cryogenic temperatures; other
films are not stable. Most films seem to have an upward drift in resistance
due to aging at room temperature although there have been some films where
the drift is less than 0. 001 percent of the total resistance for periods of 15[1]
months or more.
It is known that the crystal structure of the films can take various
forms. Gjonnes [3 has found by electron diffraction studies that the film
structure contains a mixture of 6-ring and staggered 8-ring structures similar
to those found in tetraphenylene. On the other hand, Jenkins, et al. [4] have
found mixtures of graphite and diamond crystalites on the order of 25-50 A dia-
meter. Also, Fischback[5] reports a definite role of the substrate surface
condition in determining the crystal structure.
Presumably, it is the variety of possible crystal structures which
causes the great variety in the physical and electrical properties of the films;
and the great latitude in the film fabrication and vacuum deposition parameters
which makes such a variety possible. It remains to find those fabrication and
deposition parameters which will produce films with a useful temperature
sensitivity, which are stable on thermal cycling, and have no long term drift
due to room temperature annealing.
To relate these desirable properties to a particular film crystal
structure is beyond the scope of this present work; rather it was our task to
see if there is a semi-empirical relationship between the film deposition
parameters and the electrical properties of the films and to produce some
useful films (approximately 100) for further testing in NASA facilities.
At the request of NASA, a joint effort was arranged with an independ-
ent contractor under NASA contract NAS 8-25097 to fabricate the carbon films;
testing, calibration and evaluation were done at NBS.
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Films were deposited under various deposition rates, thickness
and substrate temperature. It was found that the substrate temperature is
the primary factor in determining the temperature sensitivity; lower
substrate temperatures produce more sensitive films. The film deposition
rate seems to be the primary factor determining stability on thermal cycling;
high deposition rates tend to produce films which are unstable and often are
seen to crack and peel from the substrate. The condition of the substrate
also seems to be important in stability and drift, however, at present, there
is no clear qualitative guideline. The thickness also plays a role in stability
and sensitivity; the thicker films seem to be less sensitive.
The thickness of the films ranged from a few hundred to a few thousand
Angstroms; the deposition rate ranged from 1 to 20 Angstroms per minute;
and the substrate temperatures ranged from 100 to 300 centigrade.
The first parameter which was optimized was the substrate temperature
at or near 200 centigrade. This was chosen so that the sensitivity of resistance
vs temperature is useful in the cryogenic range between 4 and 80 kelvin; if
the resistance ratio between room temperature and boiling nitrogen is on the
order of two, then the resistance vs temperature is nearly linear on a log-log
plot.
Secondly, the deposition rate was optimized. Initial efforts were con-
centrated at low deposition rates on the order of 1 Angstrom per minute since
it was known I ] that at low deposition rates the films were more stable; however
at these low rates it was difficult to obtain reproducible results from run to run.
This is possibly due to the effect of background gases in the deposition system;
the rate of impingement of gas molecules being about 300 times the carbon
at these rates. At slightly higher rates, from 3 to 10 Angstroms per minute,
fairly reproducible results could be obtained in the film resistance and sensi-
tivity from run to run, and also among the samples in the same run; however,
it appears that there is some sacrifice in stability and drift in some of the films.
It was felt that reproducibility was the first achievement which should be made
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in order to study the semi-empirical relationship between deposition parameters
and electrical properties of the films.
Accordingly, eight deposition runs were made as production runs; the
deposition parameters for each run are listed in Table 1. The substrate
temperature was held at O20 C except for runs 001 and 002 which were held
at 1550C. The deposition rates were at 8 and 17 Angstroms per minute and
thicknesses ranged from 2300 to 8700 Angstroms as indicated in Figure 1. The
backgroundpressures during deposition were about 3 x 10 - 6 torr.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show resistance vs temperature plotted on a log-log
scale with the resistance normalized to the room temperature value. The curves
are smooth lines connecting data points at room temperature and the boiling
points of nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium respectively. The brackets indicate
the spread among sensors deposited in the same batch. Figure 2 shows the
effect of substrate temperature on sensitivity and also the effect of deposition
rate at 1550C. Figure 3 shows the rate effect at 2000C; and Figure 4 shows
the effect of thickness.
Thirty three sensors were deposited in each run. The substrates were
modified transistor headers consisting of ground pyrex glass with Kovar pin
feedthroughs for electrical contact. Twenty five of the most stable sensors
were chosen from each of the four runs labeled 003, 005, 006 and 008 for a
total of 100 sensors. From each batch of 25, two sensors were chosen for
detailed calibration; they were designated 3-1, 3-2, 5-1, 5-2, 6-3, 6-5, 8-1
and 8-2. In addition there were two cylindrical samples 7-B and 7-C which
were calibrated; these two samples were deposited previous to the present
work and were included for general interest.
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TABLE I
Carbon Filr Deposition Parameters
Batch (1) Temp. Pressure .ate I Time Thickness (2)
C Torr tonitorl hs r i Hours ~onitor Flat Cone
Hz/Min Flat Cone lz A A
..... A/Mir A/Mini
001 155 3X10 11 17 5.5 8:00 4700 7300 2300i
-6
002 155 2x10
- 6  5.5 8.5 2.7 8:28 2725 4200 1400
003 200 3X10- 6  11 17 5.5 7:35 5600 8700 2800
004 200 3X10 - 6  5.5 8.5 2.7 7:45 2600 4000 1300
005 200 3X10 - 6  11 17 5.5 7:47 5450 8400 2700
006 200 3X10 - 6  11 17 5.5 4:00 2725 4200 1400
008 200 3X10- 6  11 17 5.5 2:30 1500 2300 (3)
200 3X10 - 6  ii 17 5.5 4:13 2750 14300 1400
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Figure 4. Film properties - Thickniess effects. Chart IV
THERMOMETER CALIBRATIONS
It is seen in figures 2-4 that the three point calibrations suggest that
the resistance vs temperature is almost linear on a log-log scale if a smooth
curve is drawn through the three points.
Until this present work, there has been very little data (and no precision
data) at temperatures between the cryogen boiling points. Precision thermom-
etry requires that intermediate points be known and that there be good interpo-
lation formula between calibrated values. Also, from a qualitative point of
view, the thermometer engenders more confidence in its use if there are no
bumps or wiggles in the calibration curve.
With these points in mind, a precision calibration was obtained for 10
of the carbon films for temperatures between 6 and 80 K. Special attention
is given to the range 13-20 K which is approximately the interval between the
freezing and boiling points of hydrogen. It was expected that the carbon films
would be particularly useful in this range.
The calibration was done in the cryostat used for the NBS thermocouple
calibration program. This cryostat is described in detail in NBS Monograph
124 by Sparks, Powell, and Hall and is shown schematically in figure 5. A
very basic sketch of the system wiring is shown in figure 6. The carbon re-
sistors were thermally connected to the variable temperature block by imbed-
ding the resistors in a copper ring which was in turn clamped to the variable
temperature block.
The primary thermometers used to determine the temperature of the
variable temperature block were a capsule type platinum resistance thermometer
for temperatures above 20 K and a germanium resistance thermometer for tem-
peratures below 20 K. Temperatures above T = 20 K are based on IPTS-68
while those below T = 20 K are based on NBS PZ2-20 (1965).
All measurements of resistance (primary and carbon thin film thermom-
eters) were made using the standard four terminal method. The voltage mea-
suring device was a Fluke model 8300A digital voltmeter. The mininum input
10
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Figure 6. Electrical circuits.
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resistance of this device on the ranges used is 100 mega ohms; this high
input impedance allows this instrument to be used as a potentiometer in that
essentially no current flows in the measurement arms. The general approach
used in making all measurements was to pass current through a standard
resistor and the specimen and measure the voltage across each. A similar
set of voltages were taken with the current reversed through both the standard
resistor and the specimen. The average of the forward and reverse voltages
and knowledge of the resistance of the standard resistor allow the carbon thin
film resistance to be computed. Several runs were made at a given constant
temperature with different carbon resistor currents being used. No appreciable
current dependence was detected.
The results of the calibrations and also other data for the films are
contained in appendices to this report:
Appendix A contains the graphical representations of the data for the
10 calibrated films. The circles represent the data points and the line repre-
sents the fitted curve which is an expression of log T as a polynomial in log R.
Appendix B contains the coefficients of the polynomial and a comparison of the
calculated values with the experimental values. It is seen that the residuals
are on the order of a few hundredths of a degree which is about the same order
of accuracy as the calibrations.
Appendix C contains the three point calibrations for the other 90 films
as well as some data on the long term drift for each of the runs. This data
was taken over a period of 10 months. Appendix D contains information on the
hydrogen gas-liquid discrimination set points.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The calibrations show that the carbon film resistance vs temperature
curve is smooth with no noticeable bumps or wiggles in the entire cryogenic
range between 6 and 80 kelvin. The films are sensitive in the subcooled
hydrogen range making these films useful for hydrogen slush applications.
The film deposition process has been refined to the point where reasonable
reproducibility and stability of the films may be achieved.
The empirical approach to carbon film fabrication has produced a
film which should be useful for many temperature and phase sensing appli-
cations. It is felt that further refinement of the processes for precision
thermometry should be pursued in order to obtain films which are consistently
stable and free of drift; improvements could possibly be obtained by a study
of the film crystaline properties as obtained by electron diffraction and micro-
scopy and relating these structural properties with the electrical properties;
a study of this nature has been beyond the scope of this project. Fundamental
research along these lines seems to be justified since there have been several
films produced "accidently" II which are completely stable and have no measur-
able long term drift. It is also possible that further semi-empirical variations
of the deposition parameters may produce these desired refinements; however,
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APPENDIX A
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CALIBRATED FILMS.
The following graphs show the resistance vs temperature for each of
the ten calibrated films. The dotted circles represent the data points and the
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DATA AND CURVE FITTING FOR THE CALIBRATED FILMS
The following tables give the measured values of resistance and tem-
perature as well as the coefficients and calculated values of the temperature
in terms of
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22 -EXPERIM ENT,'T -- PO INTS-A T- -- E...........................
0G V SUS LOi RO FO~R :SISTOR ,65
"q - -CUEi~fi F F I CE'NT S FO~~-'~;~~' F 0 ri,;-- P' -US: 201 T T-~- 'i' ....  TE '( M S~~~~1-l. -_ .. ~......-.....~ .. .: .  ........ 
'-T HT EtTLRMSIll-FF--T-ltc-----3--
THE COzFFICIENTS FO- AN EXPANSZON WITH 2 TEMS A.RE
6.42727311j6+00 
. CONSTANT
THE COEFFICIENTS FO; AN EXPANSION WITH 3 TERMS ARE
1,4131635612+001 i CONSTANT
1.1423J39574+006 X'*2
Ti 0 F P10O f1TXAS TT ~ Nt~ MN---- -
8 7 J 29+ CT ---........................ - ...-- CONSTANT -.-...-
-1.297 7712~8+0 01 X[ I
-2.4582527339-001 I  X 3
1HE CCEFFICIENrT FO AN- XPANSION TI-T H-... IE SARE
---.. . -- 6.166J3J9 4G0+ ........ CONSTA NT
1.u 43J3 6039+ 0 2 X"1
1.7 865313 +00 1 X* 3
S -1.73-522635+r- a-X
TH. GCOFFIkiEiNTS FO<. AN EXOAi ON WITH 6. T E&MS AE
A= 7.339477 31C1 CO NSTANT N
B = 1.48 4552 432 + 1
C = 1 ,3 21 Jl14+L]002 X2
D = -. 743"6J2Z65+801
E = 1.2713013377+001 X.'1
- - X.................
B-17
IS TEMP IN K 9X IS RzSS. O NOMS______
22 EPjMNL O7T A-140 6 IrM:PkS. -
- .O~u T VESUS -G6RFOR f_&.SISTORR65___
rgXog gY log YCALC-T60-Y -log YCALC
2. 913639+00 G 7.ZiC789-Ll 7.7 85894-GOI -5.135504-L 4
1---U'- -U G1 6 -0 4 Qf 74 7-43(tu1 1tft,
2,.dGV2764O0i. 3,544637-uU61 9,552361-UG01 - 79 52344 8- 0 04
2.7L6575+ Qai 1.i133-75+Ul3C 1.114024+30J0 -6,4690374-C04
2.672556+Ui~ . 1.176757+000~ i.176230+aOG 5.26-5814-004
2.642467+UCi 1.23096U+000 1.23"622+L& 30375637-OC4
2615738+O00J t.279i42+000~ 1. 2 79 036+ 0 30 19 056632-004
2. 60605l-OI Go I a2-3 99 7 +d0 1.299b34+0U 0 1. 125ZU9-U4
2*56j25d$'QGu 1.3' 973+)UC 1 3 912 5 7 + 00 - 2 ,8 647 38- 00 4
5' 2--r-7- i-ju 1.dl-h 4 9677+UUL53 + 5~ -Z.ib39-UU~4
2. 492380+JG6 l.53b4452+Otd 1. 536927+Cb0 '4*820238'604.
-- 1054 U 0 0 u 1. 57GT455+u 0 U 52-U
2* 445132+GU 0 1.544704-CUU 1.644934+3 0 -2. 297746- 0 04
le 6 -S3 T 2- a+ uti b a-15-1b5+ LU u (*d5Lt>(e-U05
2, 39i+LEb+JCbi 1.7673344"-GC 1.767308+6+00 2.556411-005
* 3S5-5-3 3 5TW 1i. .+ u i U 0 i 6 fa ~2Z d T --- *27 3W6 5U - ___ U___U__S
2. 33i41b4-JC' 1,9232,9+uOG 1*924384+000 -1. 134943-6-G3
2 #' 3 2-Z6-3 -.9 G-i6-3-+ GG - --T ~'-+T
THE& STANOAR,0 D;EIATIJN IN THE TR.AiSFORMEO0 A;%ABLE IS 6.805-004
S-.. . . . --- B-18TED- ---NO R -E-1 --- ----... -.-
Y IS TMP.-IN K ,X iS R~SISTAAC IN OHMS
22 EX PEIMENT AE P OITS- 'AN D.. 6 -TER ...S..
X Y Y-AL Y-YCALC
7. 72C4+3-j 7. 00uG~+u; 6.9 355+ C'0 1.96454 6-02
64458+5 -2 +G GZ V 02513+0 1.5u61322 G
5.6540+02 1.I.]1400+1j 1.162724+ 1 -I. 323650-0G2
57-11 +O2- .29 6 3 G' 1 1".. - 04 t n 1- 9413? -- G1-2. .
4.7892+J02 i.4546bu>li 1 .454348+31 2.915137-C03
4.54u3+ Z 1.6i23 +1 1 21.53 9 +i+001 3. 01917 3-002
•- ..... 4- 39-72VF+-- W-----1 2UttZ .GUT ... i..7 .1......-216.-.--
4.2565+302 1. J130+u+J0L 1.B0169+jI1 -3.093190-003
-- 4 1,375+0-2 +. 7 0 10-- - - I GT2- . .. 2 19-0 U
4. 369+002 1.9 41 Yu 1 1.9 3563+ 1 5.165826- .9 .3
......... 9;-7r0~ 0G'- 6T 2Zj7-TV[ + 27 - - - - 4 6 l-d' 3-1T6 8-?-5 3 3" -"
3.3333+U02 2.95iOO+ou1 2.951570+ J0 -1.470335-602
..------ 3. 10734-O-2 ... 3;- 39 0 r u ~iv;- . ...- L - + U -I----. 14-79- 't- 2
2.9334+0C2 3. 322 -J0+* . 3.921527+-01 4.732237-CC3
. 278 7tG2 . 42-7 T-+-i 15 35* 0T -.- 35269-;Gk2 .....- .. -
2.6745+OG2 4.6b06fO+ J1 4. 65920+Jdil 8.796728-603
-.... . 72 U.78T -a -4 4- - O -4483--15' x
2.269U+02 7.30330+ 1U 7.282563+ 01 2. 073658-C1
-THE STANDARI N ~ ITrTIO -Tf T H - I 'TR--- I TS . 7 67j t 3- -
...--------- 19
B-19
-- I t - Ft-t--r-y-t-ft D EiTc ; -2------ -
Y IS TEMP. IN K ,X IS RESISTANCE IN OHMS
22 E X PEM ENTiT- -P -OI O UP-T 6-TERi M1s 1...
RC1 VRSUS LOG, T FCirj ,ESISTCR R7B log T = P (log R)
1 H- --CEF FC GT £NT3 FO R--O N-- ,PS N 'I TR---TrHiTes-S-Re- -- ..
. . . . 37 J i" 126,6 S . .... . CONSTA -NT . ... ...
THE CO:FFICI-NTS FOR AN EXPANSION WITH 2 TERMS ARE
4.32 4932236+000 CONSTANT
THE GOEFFICIENTS FOR AN EXPANSION WITH 3 TERMS ARE
9. 05647841i8+00 CONSTANT
3,.2 14779514-0 1 X2
.TT7u 587364ct- - - CONS TAT- -T ---- .-
-9.527176355+00 X*l
2..3. ... .. 3 3- 7T5 I3T -ONST- X -- 2- -  .... . -. .
-1I. 59078 -2424+0 1 X'1L
-5.7173 6 + 8 0 J -20 1 X *3
- ... 2 57 6-I -Z- s j 4 S6 ----. ------- -
THE COEFFICIENTS FO AN EXPAN$iON WITH 6 TE9MS ARE
A= 2.8U73623u52+6i1 CONSTA T
C = 7.73 26Z66:+I IJ X* 2
. F -55 +- ~ ;3- .----------
B-20
.. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .... .. - O .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
L - e i ."I )L N U 14 1' A u JK - L R -. . . .
Y IS.T..I?. I K ,X IS RE;STANCE .l CJHNS
r. . 01 TS U 6 T ii .
L cC VFSJJS LO;i T F LI fCR R) 173
.- og X log Y log YCALC log Y - log YCALC_ -_ -
313 +7.787 9- 1 7,7 8?2 7-31 -1. 4784 65-0C 4
O. u 4 0+J]u 45 5 4 -i 1 . 5 16 JS; 1 4. 1212 C - C6 4
L. 3 -6 6!4+ 5 4 4. 6 7 - 1 e. L i6- 1 3 i: 3 7 4J 3 + L?* 35+C,0 J. 4 37-u 9.5',iL,6-001 -3. L3374+-C0i
Lt . 14r44 L+4+1 [ .+-4 2 2 3 +S 2 0. 32 7 - 0'
4. 3 i11+ u j I 3i 375+1u 1. i 136)8 +JG - 2. 8273;,;7-C 4
-44+uu1 I7.I6T53E2] 1 2 2 9-L
3. 93534 1.17577 tC 176222+:. 5. 3428-0E4
1.-2 ---+-.% -- -C-- 5-C4 5 C----13 . 45 3+  JE 4TI Z4VIV5+0 L. IJ521
3.853 7+ 1.23 950+ 1.8533 3 813+0 u U.4 635
t. 82440 +uU u.$WEHC1.257 50 t%69 E
3. 7 9 3J54+'1 1.271142+i 1.273216+3C -7.44274-i-C 5
_+ ,ci..- -. f7T 7 --
3 . 57+U 1.3 CL7,+ul i.j362+32+ C I. 3 417 -G4
4G 993 6+T -I.51753 -57 . . 4 O: 0') U .
3, 544741+4 1tu I.53644+u 1.5 30 796+ 0 -3.5121 3- 4
3. 43333+C - 1.6 4475U 1.6 S 492C+C -2.15,1 J3-0L'-
163.367, 4u' 4Th 1-72 i 2C+CC7i27A. 1 365 -.6 3 - - -
3.36 796+. J, 1.773 + 61.7 7U3L+ 3 .3'O32 4- %4- 6 k i  6 9 +J u i 7 -0 7 3 3 4 jU ' L'3 i~ 3 * il 1  2 3 C  ;
3.22- 73+i - T0)I3 -5j1 u .  .U 5_62579 C -----9 -3 - L....
3. 10 175+UJC. 1.32324'9+Ji 1.924377+u'C -1.i28197-003
. 1 -6; 5 7+ .C.C I .--3 4 2 u 3 f9417_55+-'j C 3.745 3 0- 4
TiHE STsNuARD JIJiL)i JIjT THi TH RANSFSFORME IJ JAILrd E IS L4,1,62-904
iHE WT TGH T: L) S T A T VI GATI7I N THL Tr1SFORMEl~-VAPAB I 1...
B-21
T R r -4- F IN hEflEt- -
Y IS 1Tr1P. IN K 9X IS RESISTAN4C"r lN OHMS
22 -EfPRIET L
X y YCALC Y-YCALC
uu-76T.TI .1'04-3-477
3o4L.07+JL.4 7.jdC'Uuj1K% 7*0C1353+Wjk, 6. 647156-0 3
2 3 E 9 + U u-4 3T 0'5"U-T U U+ u * L' 1 1r Zu- -6 624-5-;0 (Y'~t3-
1.4UJ75-'JO4+ l.-J14GUO+U 61 i112055+00)1 -6.553312-003
- e-U T t--J 9L~. 'jjU3-T U C- 91-4.
6.145+30.3 '4.4546 j0+4C1 1.454563+O31 3a611-5
876IT11W b +J 5j.Uu*TLi7.; lJ. I L-t7 aa-C
7.8~515+CiQ3 1#&23U+uGiU1 1. 6(G29O+G01 2.G09937-002
6.6755+aU3 1.-J3uci-*-+01 i.5j 2062+30l -7.618756-003
---- ;,z 2[Tg9+DW3n fl 9 3r 1- Ct--1 i tZZ+UT t75 3 5
5. 54.i+uU3 l.1j941&0+b01 i.1145O61+JU1 -9.636933-003
4-55SZ-u UZT 7.63,85-Cau3
3.736dt-u 3 2*9:ijl0U'+U %1 2*956776+ELOI -6.760947-003-
2.82 i-jG3 3, )22CGJ+'O''1 3. 9237le+J01 -1. 716024-002
2.328-2+6Uj 4.c86660J+U"1U 4.b652066+ jl lo533741-002
1.a6,62+J03 7.30330C0+001i 7.2b7510+d-i-u lo5789603-001
1-4776+U6~3 .3 75 1i 6 J +U,-,b d 7 4 4 90-7 +011 6.193033002
T H -'- T N DA-tZ U H- t~tL~$3-t-I 1ti36~0Z
B-22
Y 1S TZMP. IN K(., S ~ITC IOH,'1S
LOGI R, \/RSUS O1 T FOrZ R--SISTOFR K7C
-TH- C 0'F FCTE'NI F rXlT NT~
*THEL COZ.FFICILUJTS FO,: 'N EXPANSION4 wITH 2 TE~1S ARE .-
4.22735~+QOO. -CONSTANT
THE CcGEFFICIENTS FOR AN EXPANSION WITH 3 TE R hS ARE_____
* b.~47I~ii~+B~JOCONSTANT -
-7t-5 NS-
1. L 3 62 ,0393L.1 X**3
THE G0'.FFIGIEPr-3+-FO;Z AN-- XFANs ; IH---rEOr--AR -
. ... - G ~ I T A a




- - --- F = i34i3~rI:~tB--------3----
T;H4 -F ILf M -
y I S 'T ,p. INj IX IS <sI STAAOE- IN OHMiS -----
~2 LXPEH EN T A L P 11 M A 1 TK1S 
LO~1L ;Z VEKSUO LOQ-i~w f 12m~ R&S1',T(UR r 7-
--log X log Y -6YCALC-Tog1Y - log YGADC-LZ ---------
4a4. 1 + 1 7 -78,- 7 .7J4 "'0 7j 1711, J& 7 + ff F 4~
4, 1.352 0 + iu 1.iI337'5+hJ 1.11586+030 -2. 5212 63- 0 03
L+.L9',373+JCO 1 I.7b75 7 + ~U6 . 1 7 55-7 + 0 8~. 49 75- 0OL4
4:61 32193 0 1:230960+G~u 1,.3j86~9+0036 19504491-C-04
3.952221+6Lt i.279142+"GL 10-277938+,Uj C 1*2023918-003
3,815+Oitu' 1,390970+6La 1*34419+uiid -3*448342-C'03
3.639j9+uL 1.536445+LCU 1.E3380484-C2C -i.6j3599-6-~3
3:532748+U'66 1,&47 +JuO 1. b~5269KiJ C - 59 0 42 63 - 015
3.d216224-OUU !*.767334+&AC5 1.77 01I3+uOG -2.679033-U3
3:295773+'OC"3 1.9329+UUG I.9j2 54 4+;1.JU -2a 196554-CO3
THE STAdDfARi D3UdIATION IN THL TiRAItSFORMCE- VARIABLE IS 2.599-03
THE- -EHE~TNAL DTT~VhTHE--TRA,'SF:Og,-t1ED-VA- ZI-A3LE -IS-- -- U~~
B-24_
IS1 TEMP. iN, K( X I S SIT~JEIN OHMSZ
x y YCA L C . Y-Y C ALC
5.5603+OG4 7.j60U +OUG 6.'996740+uJg 1,126D25-002,
2.1306+OG4 o131i460+601 I.099696+031 1o 71,9 7 97- C CL
1.377*U3G4 1.45460+6u.1 .460435+u01i -5.334961-002
I.75TIT~~~-GZ -C-5T~rTJT u 5T 2 ( T u u 1. 2 . TI~~
9.6432+003 i.aji3004-uCi 1 i7 9 3 46 +J01 i.9543JG-0.02
6.4U8i3*003 1.994!GG4-tCI 1.9,66342+01 .7.757977-002
-5.1496+uL-3 2.3501u.)+OLl 2.97349+0,31 -7.248718-002
3.8567+O03 13092%G+Uiil 3.889865+00 .32146-0
.--4-990- 44Z7--i-T 6 2f + Ui G I CT57a - 72-
3.ii6L.+JC3 4.36686Giu00~1 4.670686+501 -3.885922-OC2
2t754CTVI+-l u0Cf--7-;54t0r786.1u -L,- -tt-  u .1
2*24004-J63 7.3J3G0+6C1 7.210000+001 9.330035-001
10-3319+u 3  d*75110C5+L3I 67655:-,+gr;1 -1,,440816-0-1
THE 3 AOR~~TTOrf FTERG ~ R~ L E.r - 3-~0
.. ... ... . .... ..
Y iS TEMP. iN K ,X iS RESSTANGE IN OHMS
-22 EXPERENTRL--FO-NTS-TNDU'TO 6-TERTS-.. .
LOGi~ R V-RSJS LOGIl T FOR RESISTOR R81
STHE C OE FFTCI" lTSU -- -t RSTO T T'TT H . - --E ' - . .S.A""S
.- 3......Z...h ." TIT 3.-- 5 6- - r---- . - . --. CONST-A NT - ...
THE COFFICIENTS FOR, AN EXPANSION WITH 2 TE&MS ARE
5.4 68377908+00• CONSTANT
------...--1 2122T4 TF - U
TrIE COFFICILNTS FOR A N EXPANSION VITH 3 TERMS ARE
1. G25233731+001 CONSTANT
... .-. 4141-41ai77-2+0UT X --
4.372715 634- 01 X4*2
- -HtCi OE FFLCTET T 1' S--F: 13*Z -t h-T TT
-4 9245552354+U30 X1l
6...7 . 12 3 ----- 7U-X- W2..
-2.2983437035-002 X**3
T ---- r TS--955 3+7 ---- T ----- T--_ -- I ..-- 11F- 5
- ; 1 5 f 7-3 -3 .5 0 S .. . .. ...... ... . .... .... C 0 NS T fi .. .. . .
-1.2978147326+002 X91
-1. 114 07768+00 1 X '3
6.25731313433 --t
THE CO-;FFICIENIS FOR: AN EXPAEiSION WITH 5 TE-RMS ARE
A =-4.725,+714696+j 2 CONSTANT
B 7- 4 j-3 73 63664+C ~- X..
C = -4.667 7710036+00 2 X*2
- ... D -- . d4 6 3 77. . .. +T. X 2."- . .... .....
E= -2.2233 34430+0 iii X'
-. F -- -- .2366-7 27 " ------.-----.-.---"----  - - --- -- .
B-26
* THri'_r L L _' L A _iJi4f Oi~ ~r~ 61
Y IS Tt.~1p. it4 K ,X 1S ;LSiSr~t]CE It OHM
=DGIL iR V-R:SUS ;_OG1O T: FOR -,'SISTUr.RPail
log X log Y og -YGA LG Y---~ -log Y.CAt
3 ~82472+Ju 7*73C'789-001 7.8 793&32-Cul -1.3t4355-003'
.3*65L406+JGGU 3,54'.,37-uUl 9.56574+3-03i1 -4.0V90532-0d3-l
3. 57 466 2i O&Z- I ~49t 1 ;96-84 %o 5 f 2? 36-92---g0T
,3.5U_ 385+JLU, 1.1I3375L;t1 1,12174+6,uG -8* 3730~65-003J,
3.448568+-00C 16176757+v>ijU 1*16G376+UJO .i58&03
3. + 4 947+6 6 I.?3U96+u61.' 1. 230541+00 4~. J 69217-0041_;
3. 367i 62+JC, i.279142+u-b 1.274767+,i33. 4* 354684-U3.
S--5_T 006 I - i4 +~ --- -.2-- 1-6 ~ . 6 5 12 -U UJ,
3% 2642UUO0i *.3.)-973+000f I. 4L2653+,j]ci -1. 168269-002J ,
3. 155841+0(~ G i.536445+LCi. 1,54U'36+600 . -3.5130866-003:.
3*08i945+00I.. 1.,L+4704- 4 DIj i.645337-j9 -6, 33 02 14-0:04
2. 995u&7+6.,_% 1..767334+ubL'_ 1.775i63+v.,U -7. 828793-001,
2.962073+600~ lo23249UC0 1*. 26178+jOG -2.928391-.1'
Ti-k STANDAPR DE IATCJP IN rH-_ TArSOMED 'IARiASL S 7.7-
THE~ WEIGHTED ST-Y)TAR * DEVI-ATIGNI I!- TFfE TiZ'NFO- I' DZ. ARX>ZT__ ,"772
--------------------------------------
Y IS TEMP. iN K )X L3 RESISTANC lN OHMS
X y YGALC, Y-YGALC
6,iD76+003 7 0 3 C +, V b.941339+ .G 6. 6660 59- 62
_4-45j 363~ i3 5 1 J 0 j_ 5 Z5 8~ 2~~
-S-'- 6 5i1+ V- I59n~ 3-2-3574+ C0G 2-52736O1
2:6621+003 1:4541500+uUI 1.471268+301l -i9*666735-Q01
2.14'+3+JLU3 1.63230 C6C1 d.,55585i+CGJ- 4.6449-44-0011
2 -5 G7 +s---rz11tb. 0 --OZM- -1- ---
,:4,,u+,,, d.~Jl36i-+601 1,791514+301 9.357-0
a~ 24 + U G-3 -- +-1- 9 3 ~ t. 1 8'8-2-7217+ I-7 93ttt-
2*2 4 42+JD3 1:9 941 G J + ;i .19b66 4 4 5+ 3'j 2.765497-G-31
1.6093+7 C3- 27 72.9 iOJfCi 2. t 7 2+U1 7189a-0
3a32+~3 5- 2Ci-'0C 3.327110+5.31 9.489015-601
1.1273+003 4.8o6b8J+UU1 4*374412+J61 -7.612071-002
o.s382+U'C2? 7.333j3+156 7.i29595+Jd, 1737ur54+OGO
7.7968+6C,2 3.75110uJ+uul 8,773963+001 - 2.288349-601





Y IS T-EMP. IN K ,X is RESISTAICE IN OhMS
.22-XPERIME NTi4 - POINI 5A O UP-TO 6 -TERMS ..............
LOG10 R VERSUS LO,1I T FOR RSIICR R852
.TH E--'YOZFFI-CTEiT-. i-_XPYST 1 . T.. TE M S' AR"
. . .3 J2... -. . ..... . . .. .......CO N
THE CO FFICIENTS FOR AN EXPANSION WITH 2 TERMS ARE
5.21 65339168+00 CONSTANT
- TZT31 1-.37+F- XTF
THE COEFFICIENTS FOR AN EXPANSION WITH 3 TERMS ARE
1.0167029362+001 CONSTANT
--
..--.-.-...--------3------x- 4------- ----. .. .... ...  .. .  -.--
4.6963059539-001 X__2
-1.03U02706213+01. X 1
-~--.......  - 2 -- l-T ;1E 5 ,3 7-q-F U5- .k 2. .. ... ............ -. . -..... .  . . .. -.........
-1.87 603 42-u01 X 3
_ C OLFFIC-ENTS ....--....-- -NT - - -
- d F F I C S -- 5 E-..........T -
-1.64 ;532255+% 1 X
-7.5775 4j2-001 X 3
S-4.3b3 Z+223-7--------------- --- - C-----------------
THEt CO{FFICIENTS FO . AN EXPANSION WITH 6 T ir1MS ARE
A = 5. 503262460 ++00 CONiSTA T
C =-9.71617223u+0- X2
E =-6.40 37+246 -601 X
. . -- ------- ----- - B-29- - - .----....
-. . . . . . . . . .
. .
-.---- -B - . . . . . .2 _ .-- - . .
.... ...... . .  .. .. . ... ... ....... ...... . ........ -B ... .. .. ....... .... . .. ....... ... .. . ..- . ..... ...........
Y 15 TEMP. IN K ,X IS RESISTANCE IN O H.MS __
LGI R, V R US L.G1* T : PO !ESISTOR R82
T7o Ig Y log YCALC logY log YC ALLU
3. 5 di5 9+ O u 3.544837-uU1 9. 5 5 37 6 1 -8*947O48-OG4
.3.,42294+0d L.113375+uUU 1.1146'13+50 C -1.238316-003
+Ju 1-.fJa2'7WTi 1.t-Z.+J 5T-LgL
3 . 363 53 7+5 i , I ,767574-i +L * .176468+JO 2. 6U2492-0 04
3;30gL+iY I2J 4 + u u U 172 ?- U,441+iTU I. iuJ;b 65-U UJ
-3.,3i741+00Hj 1,23G96Gij6 1,230622+000 3.3TS386-fi04
3.961jr2UL T.5 8 + j 1. 255371+OU 2 T T4 7 G
3-2 710 2 + J 0 1.279i42*uOC I ,2 76 4 6 +~T U-30 96194d6 -CO4
:L5 i.239747TOZZ 1.29933i'+UOU 4. 098tdl-UU4
3,.1764L87+000 i.39G970+0U 1.391750+000 -7.T%8669-004
I.iJ W8~'~ * IW 874' 1,,TUr95+ JU 0 -2-.5(91*J~-UU4
5 1 . 5J 64 4 5 + 0 .537068+0JG -6.e2 31999 - 0 04
2.96345+006 1,54704+iOC 1.644912+GOC -2*073550-OU4
2.905~t>j 0.~7334+'O,- 1.767513+uULC -1-72706-~004
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APPENDIX C
DATA ON LONG TERM DRIFT AND THREE POINT
CALIBRATIONS OF THE FILMS
Figures C-1 and C-2 show examples of data on long term drift and thermal
cycling of the films between room temperature and the boiling point of liquid nitro-
gen (LN2). A total of 109 such data sheets were delivered (along with the films)
to the sponsor.
In addition, three point calibrations of the films at room temperature and
the boiling points of liquid nitrogen and liquid helium were obtained for 100 films
and delivered (along with the films) to the sponsor.
C-1
Pins 3, 4 Voltage and Current
MP003(1) S-C
Kn Readings
Date # 1 2 3 4 5 6
Room LN2 Room LN 2  Room LN 2
1-9-73 P .06567 .12012 .06581 .12018 .06572 .11878
Lq. Temp.. 22°  210 200
1-17-73 A. 06615 .11605 .06625 . 11627 .06647 . 11637
8.50 80 7.50
2-2-73 A .06630 . 11950 .06671 . 11959 . 06687 . 11969
220 200 180
& 6-13-73 .0684 . 1242
6-14-73 . 0682 . 1243
6-15-73 .0678 . 1243
Figure C-1.
Pins 3, 4 Current and Voltage
MP003(2) S-C
KO Readings
Date # 1 2 3 4 5 6
Room LN2  Room LN 2  Room LN 2
1-9-73 P .07048 .14088 .07062 .14147 .06870 , 12779
Lq. Temp
°C 200 200 190
1-17-73 P. 06794 .12096 .06799. 12136 .06835 .12185
90 9 o  8-
2-5-73 P .06929 .12550 .06970 .12586 .06978 .12573
150 140 130
6-13-73 .0702 1293
6-14-73 .0697 . 1296
6-15-73 .0695 . 1294
Figure C-2.
APPENDIX D
LIQUID-GAS DISCRIMINATION SET POINTS
The liquid-gas discrimination set point is based on the transient
response of the carbon film to a constant current pulse of amplitude, Io
dV
A differentiating circuit measures the initital voltage transient given by
dV dR
dt o dt
dRdR is large in gas and small in liquid, and the set point is some inter-
dt
mediate point which can be set in an electronic comparator.
For peak voltages on the order of 20 V the liquid initial transients for
all films at 20 kelvin is on the order of 10 volts/sec; and in gas just above the
boiling point the initital transients are on the order of 1000 volts/sec; therefore
a sufficient set point for all the films anywhere near 100 volts/sec will give
rapid liquid-gas discrimination using circuits outlined in reference [2].
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